**A Bend in the Stars**
by Rachel Barenbaum
In World War II-era Russia, an ambitious young doctor and her scientist brother race against Einstein to solve one of the greatest mysteries of the universe.

**The Porpoise**
by Mark Haddon
When a young man attempts to rescue the daughter of a wealthy man who is imprisoned on her father’s estate, the attempt goes awry, sending him off on a fantastical sea voyage.

**The Chelsea Girls:** a novel
by Fiona Davis
A twenty-year friendship between a playwright and an actress with Broadway ambitions is tested by the impact of McCarthy-era witch hunts among the creative residents of the Chelsea Hotel.

**Daughter of Moloka’i**
by Alan Brennert
The story of quarantined leprosy patient Rachel Kalama’s daughter, Ruth, who is raised by adoptive Japanese parents on a California grape farm before her unjust internment during World War II.

**Lost Roses**
by Martha Hall Kelly
Traces the stories of three women: Eliza, her close friend Sofya, a Romanov cousin, and Varinka, a fortune-teller’s daughter, amidst the Russian revolution.

**Blackberry & Wild Rose**
by Sonia Velton
Rescued from a brothel, Sara begins life as a lady’s maid for Esther Thorel, the wife of a master silk weaver in eighteenth-century Spitalfields, London, who has long yearned to be a silk designer herself.

**Costalegre**
by Courtney Maum
A novel inspired by the relationship between Peggy and Pegeen Guggenheim finds an American heiress offering safe passage to Nazi-threatened artists, while her emotionally unstable daughter chronicles their wartime experiences.

**We Shall See the Sky Sparkling**
by Susana Aikin
Joining Edwardian London’s famous Imperial Theatre against the wishes of her father, an actress is forced to flee to St. Petersburg, where she lands in exile with her revolutionary-minded lover.

**The Chelsea girls**
by Fiona Davis
A twenty-year friendship between a playwright and an actress with Broadway ambitions is tested by the impact of McCarthy-era witch hunts among the creative residents of the Chelsea Hotel.

**The Masterpiece**
by Fiona Davis
A recently divorced information-booth worker stumbles on an abandoned art school within a crumbling Grand Central Terminal before learning the story of a talented woman artist who went missing 50 years earlier.

**The Silence of the Girls**
by Pat Barker
The Booker Prize-winning author of the Regeneration trilogy reimagines The Iliad from the perspectives of the captured women living in the Greek camp in the final weeks of the Trojan War.

**E-Books: Historical Fiction**
Titles available through Overdrive

**The Familiars**
by Stacey Halls
Pregnant for the fourth time after three unsuccessful pregnancies, noblewoman Fleetwood Shuttleworth finds her life intricately bound to a midwife who vows to see her deliver a healthy baby when they are both drawn into the witchcraft accusations that are sweeping the area.

**Midnight Blue**
by Simone van der Vlugt
Taking a housekeeper job in thriving mid-17th-century Amsterdam, Catrin is encouraged in her artistic pursuits by Rembrandt before tragedy challenges her independence as the developer of a new type of pottery.